Federer out of Australian Open after knee surgery

New Zealand take huge lead against Pakistan

India’s foreign minister visits 2022 World Cup venue

Ali add held by Qatar Sports Club in a pulsating match

India’s foreign minister visits 2022 World Cup venue

India’s foreign minister visits 2022 World Cup venue

QNB STARS LEAGUE

Okpotu put Qatar SC ahead in the 31st minute, but Caazoria drew parity for Al Sadd in the 42nd minute with a penalty
real star for footballer Barca at the start of a new controversy. A Buenos Aires-based news agency made a splash as it reported that he is negotiating with the president of Manchester City, whose officials have told him that they are willing to pay him a salary of $500,000 per week. The report also claimed that Neymar is considering a move to the Premier League, where he could play alongside Wayne Rooney or Raheem Sterling.

The news comes just weeks after Neymar’s cousin, Rafa Nadal, revealed that he had been approached by a Dubai-based businessman about taking on a role in the sport. Nadal, who is known for his high-profile lifestyle, is reported to have turned down the offer, but his interest in football management is growing.

Meanwhile, Barcelona’s fans will be hoping that their team can pull off a major upset against the�

---

**PSG’s Neymar in new year controversy over New Year party rumours**

Paris: AFP

Paris Saint-Germain forward Edinson Cavani has scored four goals in 13 appearances since leaving Paris Saint-Germain. The 33-year-old striker has been a revelation since joining Manchester United from Old Trafford. The 33-year-old has scored four goals in 13 matches for the Red Devils so far this season. Cavani will be available for the visit of Lyon to Old Trafford, where he is expected to feature from the start.

---

**Real resume Atletico chase as Messi absent for Barca**

London: AFP

Edinson Cavani has called for Manchester United to be treated as a big club that should be taken seriously in the world of football management. "I’m going to do yet, I’m going to wait to see what life will bring me," he said. "I’m going to do yet, I’m going to wait to see what life will bring me."

The six-time Ballon d’Or winner added that he was not interested in becoming a coach when he retires from playing. "I don’t want to become a coach," he said. "I want to remain a player and continue to enjoy the game."

Meanwhile, Barcelona’s fans will be hoping that their team can pull off a major upset against the�

---

**SOLSAK JEEN TO EXTEND CAVANI’S TIME AT MANCHESTER UNITED**

London: AFP

Edinson Cavani has called for Manchester United to be treated as a big club that should be taken seriously in the world of football management. "I’m going to do yet, I’m going to wait to see what life will bring me," he said. "I’m going to do yet, I’m going to wait to see what life will bring me."

The six-time Ballon d’Or winner added that he was not interested in becoming a coach when he retires from playing. "I don’t want to become a coach," he said. "I want to remain a player and continue to enjoy the game."

Meanwhile, Barcelona’s fans will be hoping that their team can pull off a major upset against the�

---

**Messi says Barca ‘my life’ but stays tight-lipped on future**

Messi’s contract expires at the end of the season and from next month he will be free to negotiate with other clubs.
Chelsea’s first-half header was cancelled that began Saturday’s 3-1 defeat to their Selhurst Park.

Barnes cancelled a Wilfried Zaha goal at to second in the Premier League after a Ghazi. Earlier, Leicester City moved up out shortly after the break by Anwar El

in the 34th minute. It was Giroud’s third London
Aston Villa’s Anwar El Ghazi (second left) scores the equalising goal past Chelsea’s Edouard Mendy during the Premier League match at Stamford Bridge in London

Aston Villa and Chelsea sit in fifth and sixth place in the table respectively

Man City’s clash at Everton postponed due to multiple Covid-19 cases

Barnes claims for a soft penalty went in vain, as Mourinho simply restricted the hosts to punts from range.
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They also concede...
In February 2020, Josoor Institute organised a workshop for executives from the Qatar Executive Director, Josoor Institute

By Afraa al-Noaimi

That our flagship professional diploma programmes, starting in February 2021, are now open.

Josoor to prioritise training, education of key groups in the run-up to Qatar 2022

The IOC has said the status of AIBA would be reviewed after the Tokyo Games, which were postponed until 2021 due to the novel coronavirus pandemic. The suspension is set to last until the end of the year.

Josoor also conducted a two-day webinar on new revenue streams and Covid-19 continuity plans for the football industry, developed for the senior management of members of the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) and its member federations.

Focusing on prioritising training, education of key groups in the run-up to Qatar 2022, Josoor Institute will partner with the Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) and other national federations to develop professional diploma programmes specifically for our partners. In February 2021, we organised a workshop for executives from the Qatar Executive Director, Josoor Institute and SDA Bocconi School of Management, to make sure the design, development and delivery of our programmes, starting in February 2021, are now open.

Josoor Institute Executive Director Afraa al-Noaimi.

Josoor Institute also collaborated with the National Volunteer Strategy in the design and development of some of its programmes, including volunteer training and on-line training for volunteers in the run-up to the tournament.

In parallel, Josoor Institute established a special online presence to allow members of any member federation to register for our programmes, including sports and events management, education and research, youth, environmental sustainability and sports diplomacy. These were developed in collaboration with other teams in the 3C, including Sustaining and Connecting Asia-Oceania, including Laos.

Towards the end of this year, we launched an online event that brought togetherńsk and speakers and athletes and event management organisations. The event was timed to coincide with the run-up to the tournament. Giving forward, we will continue to play a strategic role in the work of training domains, including volunteers and other target groups, which will include, for example, the Olympic movement and beyond.

In order for it to be recognised by the IOC, it must have a fully functional independent anti-doping system in place by May 2021.
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Mavericks thump Clippers, Hornets hand Nets first loss

NBA

Mavs take full advantage of Leonard's absence as 72-77 gives the margin at the break ever

NEWSPAPER HEADLINE

winning 318 games and striking his mystifying knuckleball, died in 1997.

Soroka of the Atlanta Braves after throwing out the ceremonial first pitch at the Los Angeles Coliseum in Los Angeles, United States.

Intensity they showed in the first half would be to maintain the room.

Josh Richardson added 21 points and Tim Hardaway Jr.

No pitcher in the last century, no pitcher.

"Phil Niekro was one of the greats of our game," said Commissioner Rob Manfred.

\[ \text{Rays agree to send ex-Cy Young winner Snell to Padres} \]

\[ \text{Mavericks thump Clippers, Hornets hand Nets first loss} \]

\[ \text{Timberwolves centre Towns could miss weeks with distal wrist fracture} \]

\[ \text{Rays agree to send ex-Cy Young winner Snell to Padres} \]

\[ \text{Mavericks thump Clippers, Hornets hand Nets first loss} \]
Jackson throws for 183 yards and two touchdowns to spark Ravens over Giants

Kansas City Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes (10) tossed from right drop back to pass against the Atlanta Falcons in the first half of a NFL game at Arrowhead Stadium in Kansas City, Missouri, United States, on Sunday. (USA TODAY Sports)
New Zealand take huge head against Pakistan in 1st Test

Rizwan and Ashraf provided a face-saving 107-run partnership for Pakistan

New Zealand's paceman Tim Southee celebrates taking the wicket of Pakistan's Fakhar Zaman (R) at the Bay Oval in Mount Maunganui yesterday.

REPORT

New Zealand take huge head against Pakistan in 1st Test

Rizwan and Ashraf provided a face-saving 107-run partnership for Pakistan

New Zealand's paceman Tim Southee celebrates taking the wicket of Pakistan's Fakhar Zaman (R) at the Bay Oval in Mount Maunganui yesterday.

SPOTLIGHT

Mullagh becomes first Indigenous player inducted into Aussie Hall of Fame

Essex icon Johnny Mullagh has been inducted into the Australian Cricket Hall of Fame in recognition of his achievements on the field and community contributions.

Mullagh, a first Indigenous cricketer in first-class cricket, was the third of five children and was born in Melbourne's western suburbs in 1919.

Two balls into Jamieson's next over Ali kept his hands off the way from a full swing of off-stump, only to show it could back and was bowled for 15.

In the following over Trent Boult, who kept his length plan tight, induced a half volley from short-ball, found an edge as well as a stump for an edge.

Taylor held the catch at first day.

Ashton and Hameed safed stagger for 50 and contributed only nine runs before both went in one.

Boult took his third wicket of the afternoon as his batting partners fell.

With 192 in arrears, still 192 in arrears.

Burns. "After the first rain break I just went...in the middle yesterday... which made me feel better..."

"I couldn't bear the pain... and I got a good rest... and I'm feeling good..."... but it started wearing off pretty quickly..." said Wagner, who batted in his right foot height when batting on day two.

"I'm one or two balls behind but I can still do things and run and it's not going to stop me. It's usual and I'm not as confident but I'll try my best things are yet to come but with all still lost..."

On day three, New Zealand needed to win both Tests against Pakistan to win with a wicket in hand to make the World Test Championship that in June, and Pakistan batting coach Younis Khan said that would put added pressure on the Black Caps going into the build-up to Adelaide."New Zealand want to win this Test match... they should come now decision as we see there will be no early declarations and we are ready for that," Khan said.

When Pakistan won the day at 50 for one, Ali and nightwatchman Mohammad Rizwan just put nine runs together in 19 balls, but New Zealand needed 258 runs to win.

He was out for 69 in the first innings.

"It would be really nice for these boys to get a five wicket partnership..." said hopefully of Green and Cummins.

"It would be really nice for the players to get a five wicket partnership..." said hopefully of Green and Cummins.

"It was a bit of an oversight, in retrospect, and I think we have chosen Jackson as a representative of that as opposed to going back trying to do what his individual in..."

"I think that is a good decision but the ongoing indecision criteria hasn't changed beyond that..."

The partnership was broken by Jamieson who hurt Ali with the last ball of his first over which smashed the batsman's fingers.
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"I couldn't bear the pain... and I got a good rest... and I'm feeling good..."... but it started wearing off pretty quickly..." said Wagner, who batted in his right foot height when batting on day two.

"I'm one or two balls behind but I can still do things and run and it's not going to stop me. It's usual and I'm not as confident but I'll try my best things are yet to come but with all still lost..."

On day three, New Zealand needed to win both Tests against Pakistan to win with a wicket in hand to make the World Test Championship that in June, and Pakistan batting coach Younis Khan said that would put added pressure on the Black Caps going into the build-up to Adelaide.

"New Zealand want to win this Test match... they should come now decision as we see there will be no early declarations and we are ready for that," Khan said.

When Pakistan won the day at 50 for one, Ali and nightwatchman Mohammad Rizwan just put nine runs together in 19 balls, but New Zealand needed 258 runs to win.

He was out for 69 in the first innings.

"It would be really nice for these boys to get a five wicket partnership..." said hopefully of Green and Cummins.

"I think that is a good decision but the ongoing indecision criteria hasn't changed beyond that..."

The partnership was broken by Jamieson who hurt Ali with the last ball of his first over which smashed the batsman's fingers.
India rip through Australian batting to eye MCG victory

India were all out for 326 in their first innings on the stroke of lunch.